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Old Souls,
New World
by marilynne robinson

SPRING/SUMMER 2017

haley rodgers, mariam
durrani, & nadeem mazen

on complicity and resistance

No Rescue
by shane snowdon

sarah sentilles
on transformational pacifism

Four journalists on covering
religion in the time of Trump 

and Black Lives Matter

A Q&A with feminist theologian
Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza

Poetry by
kaveh akbar

Donate at www.hds.harvard.edu/gifts, or 

contact Michael Goetz at 617.496.5480,  

or giving@hds.harvard.edu.

As HDS embarks on its third century of leadership in the study of religion, it looks to bring religious 

literacy to hundreds of thousands of people through the use of digital technology; to become a truly 

global institution that draws students and scholars from around the world; and to meet the demand 

for religious knowledge that enables leaders to be more effective—and enables people everywhere to 

live richer, more meaningful lives. 

The only way to realize this ambitious vision is with the support of alumni and friends. Please make 

a gift today to the HDS Fund and join in the effort to educate ethical, religiously literate leaders in all 

fields who work for a better world.

HDS Dean David N. Hempton with the deans of Harvard’s schools of education, law, and business

“Harvard Divinity School’s work has never been more vital to our 
understanding of a complex world, to the well-being of our planet, and to 
the purpose of Harvard University.” —President Drew Faust

Donate at www.hds.harvard.edu/gifts, or 

contact Michael Goetz at 617.496.5480, or 

giving@hds.harvard.edu.

HDS has a history of opening to new voices. Since its founding 200 

years ago, the School has expanded beyond its origins as a training ground for Protestant 

clergy to become an intellectually, culturally, and religiously diverse institution that reflects 

the reality of global pluralism.

HDS’s nonsectarian, multireligious mission has never been more 

important than it is today. Your support is critical to that mission. Please make a gift to 

The HDS Fund and help us continue to reach across religious and cultural divides and to 

educate scholars and religiously literate leaders who work for a better world.  

Imagine how we’ll look at 250!

THE FACULTY OF DIVINITY, 1955 THE FACULTY OF DIVINITY, 2016
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WINTER 2017
BICENTENNIAL ISSUE

Words from HDS  
Leaders Past

david n. hempton and  
five faculty on  HDS’s 

multireligious context

Photos from the  
Bicentennial Exhibit

stephanie paulsell  
and dudley c. rose
on learned ministry  

Student Essay 
Contest Winner
Dear Emily: A Theological 
Love Letter from 2116
by ryan gregg

When hate came to Charlottesville, Virginia, the 

HDS community was there to resist it with love. 

Professor Cornel West told counterdemonstrators 

that he had come “bearing witness to love and 

justice,” and then joined arms with religious 

leaders who included the Rev. Susan Frederick-

Gray, MDiv ’01, the newly elected president of the 

Unitarian Universalist Association, and marched 

into the streets. When violence broke out, the 

Rev. Susan Hayward, MDiv ’07, joined with 

others to form a human shield for medics trying 

to tend to the wounded. 

Now is the time for courageous leaders like these—

and now is the time to support the organization that 

shapes them. Please make a gift to HDS today and 

help prepare those who stand on the front lines of 

the struggle against hate and for social justice.

“This is the moment  
  we were made for.”

—Rev. Susan Hayward, MDiv ’07

Donate at www.hds.harvard.edu/gifts, or contact Michael 

Goetz at 617.496.5480, or giving@hds.harvard.edu.

The Politics  
of Preaching
by matthew l. potts

AUTUMN/WINTER 2017

special dialogue section:
What Origen, Plotinus, Zhu Xi,

and Mencius can teach us today

Can the Women Do Something?
by leymah gbowee

A Q&A with E. J. Dionne, Jr.
on One Nation After Trump

Where Silence Lives
by timothy l. gallati

ousmane kane
reviews four books on Islamic

reform in contemporary Africa
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Buddhism  
and Race:

Four Voices
by rod owens, 
bonnie duran, 

bryan mendiola, and 
christopher raiche

the seventeenth 
gyalwang karmapa

on bhik
˙
su

˙
nī ordination

The Death of the 
Buddha’s Mother

by kim gutschow

martine batchelor
on Buddhist nuns, 
past and present

WINTER/SPRING 2016

Buddhism  
Engaged

Donate at www.hds.harvard.edu/gifts, or 
contact Michael Goetz at 617.496.5480, or 
giving@hds.harvard.edu.

“HDS sent me to prison.” 
And so did you! That’s because 
gifts from alumni and friends enable 
HDS to send me and my classmates 
to hundreds of field education sites 
where we learn by serving those most in 
need. In my case, that meant a summer 
teaching at a house of corrections in 
western Massachusetts—one of the most 
rewarding times in my life.

Support education in action. 
Make a gift today so that students like 
me can come to HDS and obtain real 
world experience for a world that really 
needs leaders who illuminate, engage, 
and serve.
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Donate at www.hds.harvard.edu/gifts, or 

contact Michael Goetz at 617.496.5480, or 

giving@hds.harvard.edu.

Harvey Cox: “Make Trouble”

Religion and theology are 
troublesome subjects. Study 
them critically, and you will inevitably vex 
the guardians of the status quo. 

For fifty years, now, I’ve been proud 
to be part of HDS’s effort to educate 
“troublemakers”—scholars and leaders 
who call into question ideologies and 
beliefs that are often taken for granted, 
and who know that we cannot ignore 
religion and theology and understand  
our world. It’s work that’s possible only 
with the support of the School’s alumni 
and friends.

Be a troublemaker. Please make 
a gift to HDS today and join the effort to 
educate ethical, religiously literate leaders 
who work for a better world.

Dying in America
by ann neumann

Recovering the
Black Social Gospel

by gary dorrien

Is Queer the New Black?
by jennifer s. leath

SUMMER/AUTUMN 2015

Borderline
By Maura Fitzgerald
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WinTeR/sPRing 2014

A 
Muslim’s  
search  
for 
Meaning

By Zain Abdullah

francis schüssler 
fiorenza
on Pope Francis

A Picture Worth
a Thousand Tears
by jonathan r. herman

judith casselberry
on Black Pentecostal
women’s spiritual labor

Can We Talk (about
Animal Rights)?
by roger s. gottlieb

WinTeR/sPRing 2014

A 
Muslim’s 
search 
for 
Meaning

By Zain Abdullah

Donate at www.hds.harvard.edu/gifts, or 
contact Michael Goetz at 617.496.5480,  
or giving@hds.harvard.edu. 

“[To create] a world community we need goodwill and 
understanding of the basic principles which govern the lives 
of the different peoples. Religion has been a major force in 
the development of the civilizations of the world.” 

—Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, President of India (1962–67), at the  
opening of the Center for the Study of World Religions in 1960.

Help advance knowledge of global religion and build bridges across 
cultural divides. Make a gift to HDS today.

Stay connected to HDS at 
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“[To create] a world community we need goodwill and 
understanding of the basic principles which govern the lives 
of the different peoples. Religion has been a major force in 
the development of the civilizations of the world.” 

—Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, President of India (1962–67), at the  
opening of the Center for the Study of World Religions in 1960.

Philanthropy becomes ministry when it empowers humane, informed, and ethical 
leaders like Karen Tse who illuminate, engage, and serve humanity.

“My ministry: Ending torture.”
Karen Tse, MDiv ’00

Karen Tse, MDiv ’00
•	 Worked as an attorney for the U.N. Center for Human Rights in Cambodia;
•	 Came to HDS to be a Unitarian minister and to learn to create “structures that 

lead to a better world”;
•	 Founded International Bridges to Justice, which works in two dozen countries  

to end the use of torture as an investigative tool.

Find your ministry by enabling others 
to find theirs. Give to HDS.

Devotion in the  
Study of Religion

by stephanie paulsell

james carroll
on the future

of Jesus Christ

The Work of Art  
and the Art of Life

by michael jackson

SUMMER/AUTUMN 2014

To witness, perchance to dream:

Pondering Vocation
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Insight

Subscribe today at  
bulletin.hds.harvard.edu/subscribe

Harvard Divinity Bulletin is a journal of 

ideas  •  opinion  •  art  •  poetry 
on contemporary issues in religion. 

Eclectic  •  challenging  •  vital
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What is the Meaning of Meaning in Paul Tillich’s Theology? 307

Steven Cassedy

Life’s Labors Lost: Priestly Death and Returning Home From a 333

City of Refuge in Ancient Israel 
Richard Whitekettle

The Festival of Every Day: Philo and Seneca on Quotidian Time 357

Sarit Kattan Gribetz

Moving Texts: A Hermeneutics of the Gospel According to  382

Hollywood 
Paul Clogher

With One Voice: Elements of Acclamation in Early Jewish 401

Liturgical Poetry 
Laura S. Lieber

Did the Rabbis Believe in Agreus Pan? Rabbinic Relationships 425

with Roman Power, Culture, and Religion in Genesis Rabbah 63 
Moshe Simon-Shoshan

Review Essay:
What Does the Study of Religion Study? 451

Kevin Schilbrack
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